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This research investigates thedevelopmental processes by which consumers become more or
less materialistic. It begins with a review of lnglehart's work in this area, andthen applies his
theories to explain conceptions of materialism developed by Richins andBelk. Inglehart pre
dicts that thesubjective experience ofeconomic deprivation andinsecurity during one'sforma
tiveyears leads toadult materialism. Early subjective experiences ofdeprivation andinsecurity
strongly predict materialism as conceptualized by Belk, butare not related to materialism as
conceptualized byRichins. Inglehart also allows forthesocial intluence of family andpeersto
shape materialistic orientations. Findings indicate that theformative social influence offamily
andpeers predicts both Belk'sandRichins's materialism. Thisdifference between Belk'sand
Richins's materialism isexplained on thegrounds that Belk'smaterialism retlects personality
whereas Richins's reflects personal values.

As markets gain worldwide dominance as models for social
organization, as advertising grows ever more pervasive, and
as children and adolescents increasingly take on the role of
consumers; it iscommon to hear the cry that we are becoming
increasinglymaterialistic.Consumer researchon materialism
has focused on conceptualizations developed by Belk (1982,
1983, 1985: Belk & Ger, 1995: Ger & Belk, 1996) and
Richins (e. g., Fournier & Richins, 1991; Richins, I994a,
I994b; Richins & Dawson, 1992).The social urgency of this
work has been augmented by the well replicated finding that
materialism is associated with lower levels of subjective
well-being(Sirgy, 1997;Sirgy, Lee, Larsen, & Wright, 1998;
Wright & Larsen, 1993),although the validityof this relation
has recently come under attack (Mick, 1996).Conservation
ists havealso becomeconcerned with thespread of consumer
society and materialism, because high levels of consumption
are widely seen as the ultimate driving force behind ecologi
cal degradation (Princen, 1977).
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Given this widespreadconcern with materialism, it is im
portant to understandthe socialization process that leads peo
ple to become more or less materialistic (Larsen, Sirgy, &
Wright, 1999).Television, and more specifically advertising,
is widely seen as a possible cause of materialism (Pollay,
1987; Richins, 1987, 1996) and some empirical work sup
ports this contention (O'Guinn & Shrum, 1997; Sirgy, bee,
Kosenko,et al., 1998;Wu, 1998).Other writers point to large
scale social trends like women's participation in the labor
force(Greenberger & Steinberg, 1986),lower levelsof religi
osity (Lesthaeghe & Meekers, 1986; Preston, 1986; Thorn
ton, 1989), and an increase in work and spending by high
school students (Bachman, 1983; Freedman & Thornton,
1990; Greenberger & Steinberg, 1986). Researchers have
also looked within the family at parental values and family
environment (Kasser, Ryan, Zax, & Sameroff, 1995),family
structure (Rindfleisch, Burroughs, & Denton, 1997), and in
teraction effects between family communication patterns,
motives for media consumption, and amount of media con
sumption (Moschis, 1978, 1987; Moore & Moschis, 1981;
Moschis & Moore, 1979; Ward & Wackman, 1971) as pre
dictors of materialism.However, in the wider academiccom
munity, probably the most influential theory on materialistic
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socialization comes from Ronald Inglehart, Since his original
publication of the materialism and postmaterialism thesis
(Inglehart, 1971), Inglehart has published a stream of books
(Abramson & Inglehart, 1995; Inglehart, 1977, 1990) detail
ing his conception of materialism, and providing evidence for
what he sees as the economic causes underlying materialistic
socialization. This research has been widely influential, so
much so that a recent search of the Social Sciences Citation
Index revealed over 2,200 academic citations of Inglehart's
work.

This article discusses the differences between conceptual
izations of materialism developed by Inglehart, Richins, and
Belk. It then describes Inglehart's developmental theory of
materialistic socialization and tests the hypothesis that this
theory can help explain the origins of materialism as under
stood in consumer psychology. In so doing, this article clari
fies some of the relations between the two leading consumer
psychological definitions of materialism and looks in more
detail at the relation between materialism and subjective
well-being.

INGLEHART'S, RICHINS'S, AND BELK'S
MATERIALISMS

Before describing Inglehart's theory of materialistic social
ization, we need to understand how his definition of material
ism differs from work done in consumer psychology by Belk
and Richins. Belk originally viewed materialism as a collec
tion of three personality traits: envy, nongenerosity, and pos
sessiveness (Belk, 1985). A fourth trait, preservation, was
added in subsequent cross-cultural studies of the materialism
scale (Ger& Belk, 1996). Preservation is a tendency to make
experiences tangible through souvenirs and photographs. Be
cause of its focus on materialism as a system of personality
traits, Belk's construct willbe referred to as personality mate
rialism)

Richins sees materialism as a system of personal values
(e.g., Fournier & Richins, 1991; Richins, I994a, I994b;
Richins & Dawson, 1992). Values are enduring beliefs about
what is fundamentally important, and are frequently divided
into two types: personal and social. Personal values describe
what people want for themselves as individuals, whereas so-

'Althoughit is difficultto distinguish personality traits froman individ
ual's underlying valuesystem,it ispossibletoseethattraitssuchasenvyand
nongenerosity have an affectivecomponent that is lackingin the personal
valuesconceptualization. whichoperationalizes materialistic valuesasa set
of beliefsas opposed to feelings. For example,an item from Richins and
Dawson's (1992) happiness subscale reads as follows: "My life would be
better if I owned certain things that I don't have," whereas an item from
Belk's (1985)envysubscalereadsas follows: "When friends have thingsI
cannot afford it bothers me." This is also consistent with the
operationalization of personality traits in the social psychology literature
(e.g.•Larsen& Diener, 1987).

cial values describe how people think society as a whole
should look (Mueller & Worn hoff, 1990). Richins defines
materialism as a personal value stressing the importance of
owning material possessions. Richins divides materialism
into three parts: centrality, happiness, and success. Centrality
is the general importance materialists attach 10 possessions
and the idea that possessions playa central role in their lives.
Happiness is the belief that owning the right possessions
leads to well-being, and that one would be happier if one had
more or better things. Finally, Richins defines materialists as
people who believe success can be judged by the things peo
ple own. In this article, the authors refer to Richins's construct
as personal values materialism.

Inglehart is a political sociologist, and as such, he defines
materialism more broadly than is customary in consumer psy
chology (Hellevik, 1993, p. 223). Inglehart sees materialism as
a chronic focus on lower order needs for material comfort and
physical safety over higher order needs such as self-expres
sion, belonging, aesthetic satisfaction, and quality of life
(Inglehart, 1990, pp. 66-68). This definition is consistent with
the traditional notion that materialists emphasize worldly am
bitions over spiritual matters (Oxford English Dictionary,
1989, Vol. 9, p.466, as cited in Richins & Rudmin, 1994), but
secularizes this definition by substituting self-actualization for
spirituality. In Inglehart's terminology, the opposite of a mate
rialist is a postmaterialist, someone who places great emphasis
on satisfying higher order needs, even at the expense of finan
cial rewards. A prototypical postmaterialist would be the artist
who forgoes financial rewards in pursuit of his or her higher or
der needs for personal freedom, aesthetic expression, and
self-actualization. Postmaterialism is not asceticism:
postmaterialists do not reject wealth, but they give it a lower
priority than nonmaterial satisfactions.

In developing his measure of materialism and
postmaterialism, Inglehart began with Maslow's hierarchy
(Maslow, 1970), and then developed items to measure social
values that reflect Maslow's needs. For instance, because ma
terialists give priority to the lower order needs of sustenance
and safety, they should see economic growth.low crime rates,
and a strong national defense as important social values. Sim
ilarly, because postmaterialists give priority to higher order
aesthetic, intellectual, belonging, and esteem needs, they
place a high importance on social values such as protecting
freedom of speech; giving people more say in community,
workplace, and government decisions; and of having a less
impersonal society where ideas matter more than money.
From these examples we can see that Inglehart's definition of
materialism refers to a broad-based sociopolitical orientation,
rather than being narrowly focused on consumption. There
fore, Inglehart's materialism will be referred to as
sociopolitical materialism and postmaterialism. Because
Inglehart's definition of materialism extends beyond the
boundaries ofconsumer psychology, we introduce his devel
opmental theory-based model to guide understanding of the
origins of materialism as defined by Richins and Belk.



INGLEHART'S THEORY OF
MATERIALIST SOCIALIZATION

Inglehart provides a compelling, although admittedly par
tial, explanation of why some individuals and societies are
more materialistic than others. Inglehart sees sociopolitical
materialism and postmaterialism as the outcome of forma
tive experiences of deprivation or affluence. Put simply,
when people grow up in economically deprived environ
ments they internalize a subjective sense of economic inse
curity. When they become adults, this sense of economic in
security stays with them and leads them to place a high value
on material success (i.e., become materialists). Conversely,
people who grow up with a subjective sense of economic se
curity develop the lasting assumption that money is not
something one needs to worry much about. As adults this
translates into a "postrnaterialistic" orientation in which
they feel free to pursue self-actualization even at the ex
pense of material achievernent.s

Adult materialism is linked to formative feelings of eco
nomicinsecurity, but "there is no one-to-one relation be
tween economic level and the prevalence of materialist
values.jor these values reflect one's subjective sense ofsecu
rity, not one's economic level per se" (lnglehart, 1990,p. 68,
italics added; see also Inglehart, 1977, p. 137). Inglehart re
fers to one's subjective sense of economic well-beingas "for
mative affluence," or as "formative security" (Inglehart,
1990,pp. 121-124), but we will refer to it asfeltformative af-
fluence or felt formative deprivation to emphasize that it is a
psychological experience rather than an economic fact. This
is important because it suggests the need to measurepeople's
subjective feelings of affluence, rather than simply measur
ing their objective economic circumstances. To date, how
ever, all empirical work on Inglehart's theory has used
economic data to infer felt formative affluence and depriva
tion, rather than looking at self-reported subjective experi
ence. Inglehart's early work used generational differences
(e.g., children of the great depression vs. baby boomers) as a
proxy for felt formative affluence and deprivation (lnglehart,
1971, 1977, 1979, 1990). Later, Inglehart (1979) looked at
differences in social class within a single generation
(Abramson & Inglehart, 1996). Most recently, Inglehart has
compared the populations of rich versus poor countries to ar
gue that differences in felt formative deprivation between
countries explain cultural differences (Abramson &
Inglehart, 1995). One contribution of this article is to intro
duce a measure of formative felt affluence and deprivation
that can be used to more directly measure the influence of this
construct on materialism.

'Inglehart's theoryis notuniquein takingthisapproach. Whenappliedto
class differences. lnglehart's theory is similar to work by Bourdieu (1984)
and Holt (1998).Data linkingrespondents' socialclass to their material so
cial valuesconfirm this connection(Abramson & Inglehan, 1996).
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HI: Felt formative affluence should be negatively related
to materialism.This should be true for both (H Ia) per
sonal values materialismand (HIb)personality mate
rialism.

The Relative Impact of Felt Formative
Experiences on Personality Materialism
and Personal Values Materialism

Asa measureof personality, Belk's scalereliesheavilyon indi
cators of typical emotional reactions that begin with phrases
such as the following: "I enjoy ... ," "I don't like ... ," "I get
very upset if< ... ," "I am botheredwhen ... ," and so forth. In
contrast,Richins's scaleof personal valuesmaterialismis pri
marily an assessment of respondents' cognitive beliefs about
the relative importanceof variouspersonalpriorities.Thisdis
tinctionis importantbecausetheextent to whicha materialism
construct involvesaffect as opposed to cognition has implica
tions for the types of antecedent variablesthat are likely to in
fluenceit.Recallthat Inglehart's theoryis basedona three-step
process: economicdifficulties-> feltformativedeprivation->
materialism. However,personal values materialismis primar
ily a cognitive construct. Felt formative deprivation can only
affect personalvaluesmaterialism aftera complex interpretive
process, in which individuals understand their feelings, and
formulatepersonalvalues basedon them. Inglehartsuggested
that the dominant form of reasoning is as follows: I feel de
prived-> 1wantto becomemoreaffluent.However,this is not
the only set of values that could arise from feeling deprived.
One might also reason thus: 1 feel deprived -> 1 want to feel
better-> 1willdevaluethe financialsuccessthatI cannoteasily
attain.This illustrates thatthe morecognitiveis the responseto
felt formative experiences, the "noisier" and more uncertain
this process will be. Unlike Richins' personalvalues material
ism, Belk's personality materialism is based largely on
gut-level emotional responses. The specific emotional re
sponses making up personalitymaterialismare very plausibly
the outcomes of subjective feelings of deprivation-envy,
nongenerosity, and possessiveness. Becauseabstractcognitive
beliefsplaya smaller role in personality materialismthan they
do in personal values materialism, personality materialism
should be more influencedby felt formativeexperiences.Per
haps this is why Maslow (1970) used need satisfaction to ex
plain personality, not social values.

This discussion does not imply that affect and values are
unrelated, arising from totally different sources (Sorrentino
& Higgins, 1986).On the contrary, "through a continuous in
teraction with the environment in its physical, cultural, and
social manifestations, individuals develop a total integrated
system of mental structures and contents that shape and con
strain their modes of functioning" (Magnusson, 1990, p.
199).However, this integratedsystem is composed of various
parts, and it is reasonable to hypothesize that needsatisfaction
has a greater impact on personality than it does on more cog-
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nitive constructs like social values. So, although H I states
that felt formative deprivation should influence both forms of
materialism, H2 addresses the relative strength of its influ
ence on each form.

H2: The influence offelt formative deprivation on materi
alism should be stronger for personality materialism
than for personal values materialism.

The Social Milieu and the Origins of
Materialism

Despite lnglehart's primary emphasis on formative felt afflu
ence, he also allows for the possibility that materialism may
be shaped by the social milieu that prevailed during one's for
mative years (Inglehart, 1977). By "social milieu" we mean
the values internalized through interactions with peer groups,
role models, and the media (Moschis, 1987). Whereas forma
tive felt affluence focuses on whether individuals feel that
their needs are being met, the formative social milieu refers to
the lessons an individual learns from the community.

In most cases, felt formative experiences and the forma
tive social milieu are complementary forces on a person's de
velopment. However, when an individual's economic
circumstances differ from the prevailing economic circum
stances, need satisfaction and the formative social milieu pre
dict different results. Imagine a girl growing up in a
middle-class community during a period of general prosper
ity, but whose parents' business was in dire straits. Although
she might often feel that her needs were going unmet, at
school and in the media she would hear messages reflecting
postmaterialist values. Need theory would predict that she
would tend toward materialism, whereas social influence
would predict the opposite. Therefore, it is desirable to sepa
rately measure felt formative affluence and respondents' per
ceptions ofthe formative social milieu in which they grew up,
so that the impact of each can beassessed. Hypotheses relat
ing felt formative deprivation to materialism have been stated
earlier. Hypothesis 3 relates the social milieu to materialism.

H3: The formative social milieu, as reflected in the per
ceived materialism ofsocialization agents with whom
respondents identified, should bepositively related to
respondents' own levels of materialism. This should
be true for (H3a) personal values materialism and
(H3b) personality materialism.

Formative Felt Deprivation and Current Life
Satisfaction

The relation between materialism and lower levels of life sat
isfaction is one of the most interesting and least understood
findings from this literature (Belk, 1985; Kasser, 2002;

Kasser & Ryan, 1993; Richins & Dawson, 1992). If
Inglehart's theory that materialism arises from formative ex
periences of felt deprivation is correct, then this theory can
help explain why materialists suffer lower levels of subjec
tive well-being in three related ways. First, materialists'
lower levels of life satisfaction may be due, at least in part, to
a lingering sense of dissatisfaction with their ability to meet
their lower order needs left over from these earlier formative
experiences (Marsh, 1975). This suggests H4.

H4: People who score high on materialism should tend to
be dissatisfied with their lower order needs. This
should be true for (H4a) personal values materialism
and (H4b) personality materialism.

Second, materialists' chronic sense of dissatisfaction with
their lower needs may beaggravated by a tendency to place a
high priority on these needs when assessing the overall suc
cess of their lives (Inglehart, 1977, pp. 116-147; La Barbera
& Gurhan, 1997). In this way, materialists are doubly vexed
by intransigent feelings ofmaterial deprivation aggravated by
a tendency to place issues of material success at the center of
their identity. This suggests H5.

H5: The more materialistic one is, the more one's overall
life satisfaction should be dependent on satisfying
one's lower order needs. This should be true for (H5a)
personal values materialism and (H5b) personality
materialism.

Third, Inglehart's developmental theory also has implica
tions for the ability of materialists to meet their higher order
needs. Much of the literature sees materialists as people who
attach greater importance to possessions than to people, lead
ing to unsatisfying interpersonal relationships (Fournier &
Richins, 1991; Kasser & Ryan, 1993; Richins & Dawson,
1992). This implies that materialism results not only in dissat
isfaction with one's lower order needs, but in an inability to
meet one's higher order needs, particularly the need for love
and significant personal relationships. This does not neces
sarily contradict H4 and H5: it is quite possible for material
ists to be less satisfied with both their lower order needs and
their higher order needs. However, it does raise the issue of
the relation between materialism and higher order need satis
faction, suggesting H6.

H6: People who score high on materialism should tend to
be dissatisfied with their higher order needs. This
should be true for (H6a) personal values materialism
and (H6b) personality materialism.

Taken together, Hypotheses 4, 5, and 6 paint a picture of
materialists that is consistent with Inglehart's developmental
theory. Early experiences of felt formative deprivation leave
materialists with a lingering sense of material dissatisfaction



(H4) and an increased priority on attaining material rewards
(H5). This, in turn, leads to a neglect of interpersonal relation
ships and other mechanisms for meeting their higher order
needs, yielding dissatisfaction in these areas as well (H6).

METHODOLOGY

Respondents

Data were collected in two waves at two Midwestern univer
sities. Completed questionnaires were collected from a total
of 287 students (133 women). At the first university, respon
dents were juniors and seniors enrolled in undergraduate mar
keting courses (139 students, including 58 women). At the
second university, respondents were from all undergraduate
levels (148 students, including 75 women).

Measures

Personal values materialism. Personal values mate
rialism was measured using the materialism scale of Richins
and Dawson (1992). This measure consists ofthree subscales:
(a) acquisition centrality, (b) happiness, and (c) success. Con
firmatory factor analysis was conducted to examine the
reliabilities, convergent validity, and uniqueness of the
subscales. The coefficient as were .73, .74, and .76 for suc
cess, centrality, and happiness dimensions, respectively.
Overall coefficient ex was .82, indicating satisfactory reliabil
ity. A partial aggregation approach was used whereby indi
vidual items are combined to form two indicators ofeach fac
tor. This approach is preferred in the case of a
multidimensional construct such as materialism or self-effi
cacy while maintaining consistency in the level ofabstraction
across all dimensions (Bagozzi & Heatherton, 1994). The re
sulting Comparative Fit Index (CFI) was .99 and Non-nor
mal Fit Index (NNFI) was .98 with significant factor loadings
and there was little variance to be explained (Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation; RMSEA =.048). Values of
.90 or greater for the CFI and NNFI are generally considered
satisfactory and both measures are not sensitive to sample
size (Marsh, Balla, & Hau, 1996). Factorcorrelations and fac
tor loadings of this analysis are listed in Figure l.

Personality materialism. Personality materialism
was measured using Ger and Belk's (1996) revised material
ism scale. Their cross-cultural study on materialism modified
and expanded some scale items from Belk's (1985) original
materialism .scale. The modified personality materialism
scale includes four subscales: (a) possessiveness, (b)
nongenerosity, (c) envy, and (d) preservation. Confirmatory
factor analysis was conducted to examine the reliabilities,
convergent validity, and uniqueness of the subscales. The
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12('I - 9.32 (p - .16)
en-."

FIGURE 1 Measurement model for personal values materialism.

preservation subscale, which yielded a negative factor load
ing (-.28) on Belk's materialism scale, was excluded from
future analyses, because it did not fit the original conceptual
ization of Belk's materialism scale. Coefficient a for
nongenerosity, envy, and possessiveness dimensions were
.71, .57, and .44, respectively. The overall coefficient a was
.71. Because the reliabilities of the subscales were not satis
factory, the overall scale was used and the items were there
fore combined to form a single indicator for the construct. a
total aggregation approach.

Felt formative deprivation. Because established
scales to measure subjective deprivation during childhood
and adolescence were not available, measures were created
for this study. Four items were generated to measure felt eco
nomic well-being. Respondents completed these items twice,
once foragesOto 12and once forages 13 to 18 (see Figure 2).
Items were marked on a 5-point scale. ranging from strong
disagreement to strong agreement. High scores on this scale
indicated high levels of felt economic deprivation. The
test-retest reliability was assessed in a pretest with 50 partici
pants over a 6-week period. Test-retest reliability was quite
satisfactory at r= .65 for childhood felt formative deprivation
items, and r=.54 for teenage felt formative deprivation items .

Exploratory factor analysis yielded two factors for the two
age periods that accounted for 60%of the variance. Coeffi
cienta for the four items in age Oto 12and age 13 to 18 were
.73 and .71, respectively. Although a combined measure of
felt formative deprivation could beused. a partial aggregation
measurement model with two factors (each represented by
summing the four items in each age period, 0-12 and 13-18)
was tested to maintain consistency in the level ofabstraction
across all constructs (Bagozzi & Heatherton, 1994). Because
similarly worded items were likely to be correlated, the mea
surement model also included correlational paths between the
two similarly worded items in bothage periods. Finally, reo
suits ofconfirmatory factor analysis showed this model to be
acceptable, according to the criteria outlined earlier, X2 (15) =
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X' (15) - 4"" (p ••00)
CFI-.96, NNJi'I ••91

FIGURE 2 Measurement model for fell formative deprivation.

44.86, P = .00, CFI = .96, NNFI = .92. See Figure 2 for the
two-factormeasurementmodel.

The formative social milieu. To understand the im
pact of the formative social milieu in value acquisition, the
messages respondents received from socialization agents
(importantothersaround the respondents)mustbeexamined.
The messages respondents received while growing up can
then be compared to respondents' current levels of personal
values materialism and personality materialism. This ap
proach is consistent with existing studies of socialization,
which typically compare the relations between the values
held by respondents and their socializing agents (Bengston,
1975). Ideally, this would be done through a longitudinal
study, but recall-baseddata is acceptable in the initialphases
of theory development. Three aspects of this study mitigate
some common problems with recalled data. First, the mea
sures used inthis researchaskedrespondentsto ratetheextent
to which varioussocializationagents resembled widely held
prototypeswithinour society (see Figure 3 for the itemrefer
ring to the respondentsfather). Because it is a fairlycommon
practice in our culture to categorize people in this way, it is
likely that respondents could complete this task with a rea
sonabledegree ofaccuracy.Second, there is noobviousordi
rect relation between measuresdepicted in Figure 3 and the
measuresfor personalityor personal valuesmaterialism,thus
reducingthe likelihoodof spuriouscorrelations.Third,just as
we are concerned with felt formative affluence rather than a
person's objective economic circumstances, we are con
cerned with the way the respondentsperceivedthe socializa
tionagents around them(the subjectivenorm),ratherthan the
actual attitudes of these persons.

The key socializing agents are family, school, peer group,
and the mass media(Bengston, 1975; Corsaro & Elder, 1990;
Elkin&Handel,1988;Moschis,1987,pp.72-176).Figure3de
pictsthe itemmeasuring the perceived value priorities of there
spondent's father. Similar items measured the perceived
material values of the respondent's mother, parents' friends,

teachers, religious leaders, local adult community as a whole,
heroes oradults admired, samesexfriends, opposite sexfriends.
andfriends in general. Exploratory factor analysis yielded three
factors accounting for56% of the variance. The first factor that
emerged consisted of items measuring the perceived material
values of the respondent's father, mother, parents' friends, and
the local adultcommunity; thesecondfactor contained percep
tionsabouttherespondent's Same sexfriends, friends ingeneral,
and heroes and people thatoneadmires; and the lastfactor con
sistedofperceptions aboutreligious leaders, teachers, andoppo
sitesex friends. Coefficient a for the three factors were .70,.69,
and .39, respectively. Due to the low reliability, the last factor
was not included in the analysis.' The remaining two factors
were labeled family group and social group. This two-factor
model was also tested using confirmatory factor analysis, and
wasfound to beacceptable, X2 (13)= 33.3I,p= .001;CFI= .95;
NNFI= .91.Massmediainfluences do notplaya majorrole in
Inglehart's theory, and are therefore beyond the scope of this
study. Figure4 showsthe measurement model on formative so
cialmilieu measures aswell asthefactor loadings andfactor cor
relation of these indicators.

Andrews and Withey LifeSatisfaction Measure. An
drewsandWithey's(1976) 6-item measure ofsubjective well-be
ingwasusedin thestudy. This instrument has been used in past
studies (Inglehart, 1977; Richins, 1987; Richins & Dawson,
1992). Thesixitems measure feelings ofwell-being about thefol
lowing: (a) lifeasa whole; (b)amount of fun andenjoyment; (c)
family, friends, andwork[work waschanged to studies forthese
student samples]; (d) income level; (e)standard of living; and (I)
relationships with friends. Respondents were asked to rateon a
7-point scale (ranging from terrible to delighted) how they
felt about life as a whole,how much fun and enjoyment they
were having, and so forth. Exploratory factor analysis was
conductedandtwofactorsemergedthataccountedfor70%of
the variance.The first factor consisted of items (I), (2), (3),
and (6). Items (2), (3), and (6) were combined to form
HNEEDS(satisfactionwith higherorder needs;alpha= .74),
whereas item (I) is used as a summary measure of life satis-

~Past research has shown Ihat theextent of identification is closely related
to the degreeof social influencethat a socialization agentcan exert (Becherer
& Morgan, 1982; Moschis, 1976). For these three groups of socialization
agents (teachers, religious leaders, and opposite sex friends), it appears that
lhe degree of identification was generally so low that these measures were
negativelycorrelated with other items. As to the influence of religious lead
ers, some respondents wrote margin notes indicating their lack of religious
affiliation; often, the item was lefl blank. Regarding influence by opposite
sex friends, it appears that, although many of Ihe respondents feel that they
want to be auractiveto theiropposite sex friends.they don' t necessariIywant
to be like them. Finally, teachers may be perceived as authoritative figures to
be rebelled against, or at least very distant socially, and not someone with
whomthe respondentswould wantto be identified. Because these three items
apparently representedcategories of people with whom many of the respon
dentsdid notidentify. theyweredropped fromthesocial influencemeasures.
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AsI was growing up, my FATHER felt that ...
"Over the next ten years this country should aim to;"

Group A GroupS

Progress toward a less
Maintain a high rateofimpersonal, more

humane society. economic growth.

Progress toward a
Make surethatthissociety where ideas are

more important than country has strong
money. defense forces.

Seethat thepeople Maintain orderin thehave more sayinhow nation.things getdecided at
work and in their
communities. Fight rising prices.

Try tomake ourcities Please circle the best answer
andcountryside more below. Maintain a stable
beautiful. economy.

Ifyou cannot answer this question,
Give thepeople more please goonto thenext question.
sayin important Fight against crime.
government decisions.

Protecting freedom of
speech.

WbenI wasgrowing up, myfatber agreed

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
completely mostly with equally with mostly completely
with group with groupAa with groupB a with with group

A group A little more groups A little more group B B
than with andB than with
group B group A

FIGURE 3 Formative social milieu measure for father.

faction. Items (4) and (5) emerged as a second factor and
werecombined to form LNEEDS (satisfaction with loweror
der needs; correlation =.54). Confirmatory factor analysisof
the two-factormodelyieldeda satisfactorymodelwith"i (4)=
11.68, p= .02,CFI=.97, and NNFI=.93, indicatinganaccept
able fit. Figure 5 shows the measurementmodel for higheror
der and lower order needs measuresas well as the factor load
ings and factor correlation of these indicators.

Socioeconomic status measure. Respondents' so
cioeconomic status (SES) is based on a combination of three
dimensions: (a) reported family annual income level, (b) fa
ther's education, and (c) mother's education. Following es
tablished practice, these variables are combined into an over
all measure of SES by averaging subjects' summed
standardized scores for these measures (Rindfleisch et al.,

1997). Coefficient alpha for the combined measure was .60,
acceptable for this type of exploratory study (Nunnally,
1978), especially when one considers that these are correla
tions between demographic variables rather than
psychometric items.

RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION

FeltFormative Deprivation andthe Origins
of Materialism

A simultaneous test of several hypotheses wasconducted us
ing a structural equations model (see Figure 6), which uses
felt formative deprivation and formative social milieu mea
sures as antecedents to the materialism measures. The model
fit is acceptable .X2 (14)=35.85, p=.001, and RMSEA=.07.
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x'(Il)- JJ.JJ (P - .001)
en-.M
NNFI-.'I

FIGURE 4 Measurement modelfor fomative socialmilieu.

This is further confirmed by NNFI = .89 and CFI = .94. All
factor loadings for both exogenous and endogenous indica
tors average .68, all are statistically significant, and the error
variances are low to moderate.

HI appliesInglehart'sdevelopmental theoryto Richins's and
Belk's constructsof materialism. That is, felt formative depriva
ti.on sh~ld lead one to place a greater valueon material posses
sion,whichshouldbereflected inhigherlevelsof (HIa)personal
values materialism and (Hlb) personality materialism. Figure 6
shows that the causal pathfromfelt formative deprivation to per
sonal values materialism is positive(y = .09, s.e.= .ern, but not
significant, disconftrrning Hla.' However, the causal path from
feltfonnativedeprivation to personality materialism is bothposi
tive and significant (y =.15, s.e.=,(17).

Although the failure of formative felt deprivation to
significantly influence personal values materialism was
unexpected, it is nonetheless generally consistent with
H2 which proposes that felt formative deprivation
should exert a greater influence on personality material
ism than on personal values materialism. Figure 6 shows
that the magnitude of the causal paths between felt for
mative deprivation (FFD) decreases as one moves from
personality materialism (y =. IS, SE =.07) to personal
values materialism, (y = .09, SE = .07). The fact that
Yformalive felt deprivalion-personalily materialism was significant
whereas Yformalive felt deprivalion·personal value. materialism was
not, certainly suggests that H2 is on track. However the
difference between these two gammas, whereas in the
predicted direction, was not large enough to reach statis
tical significance.f

4A tolal aggregation modelusinga combined scale for personal values
materialism wasalso testedbut yieldedessentiallysimilarresults. Forpur
poseof consistency, only the partial aggregation modelis shownhere.

'Chi-square difference testof equal gammas(l.e., 'Yr......h. febdl:prI_.,....

_Iy __ =1r_.. feb dl:prI."'r.._, ...... _ ..) showed no signifi
cant difference in fit indexes (Xd = 1.20.P < .50) from Figure6.

SocialInfluence and the Origins Of
Materialism

H3 hypothesizes that materialism is learned through
the standard socialization process in which the child
takes on the values and attitudes of the socialization
agents with which he or she identifies. The causal path
from social milieu to personal values materialism is
positive and statistically significant ['(social milieu - personal

values materialism =. 38, (SE = .10)), as is the causal path
from social milieu to personality materialism [y . I .socra mi-

lieu - personal values materialism =.18, (SE =.07)], confirming
H3a and H3b. This finding is particularly important
g~ven the failure of formative felt deprivation to pre
dict personal values materialism, because it he-Ips an
swer the following question: "If formative felt
deprivation does not predict personal values material
ism, what does?" Figure 6 shows that the more affec
tive- and personality-based aspects of materialism
(Belk's measure, 1985) stem both from early experi
ences of felt deprivation and the role modeling of so
cialization agents, whereas the more cognitively based
personal values materialism (Richins & Dawson's
measure, 1992) is related primarily to the socialization
process involving role models.

Materialism and the Satisfaction of Lower
Versus HigherOrderNeeds

Both H4 and H5 examine the relation between materia],
ism and the satisfaction of lower order needs. H4 hy
pothesizes that high materialists are likely to be less
satisfied with their lower order needs (income and pos
sessions) than are low materialists. Table I shows that
H4 was supported for (H4a) personal values
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X.(4) -11.61 (P - .01)
CFI-.97
NNFI-.9J

FIGURE 5 Measurement model for higher order and lower order needs.

x2 (14) -35.85 (p - .001)
eFt - .94, NNFt - .89

FIGURE 6 Effects of felt formative deprivation and formative social milieu on materialisms.

materialism" (4.92 vs. 4.64, P = .05), and (H4b) person
ality materialism (5.02 vs. 4.53, p = .0005).

These findings are consistent with the idea that individuals
who subjectively experience insecurity and deprivation in
their formative years develop a lasting sense of dissatisfac
tion with their material condition that manifests itself as adult
materialism. However, these findings could also be explained
by the respondent's current economic situation, that is, peo
ple who are currently experiencing a low standard of living
might be dissatisfied with their money and possessions and

6 •
Contrary to past research. respondents who scored high on personal val-

ues materialism were not less satisfied with their lives as a whole (5.35 vs,
5.31. p = .78). However. replicating past findings. respondents who scored
high on personality materialism were less satisfied with their lives as a whole
(5.02 vs, 4.53. p = .0005).

therefore score high on materialism. To role out this rival ex
planation, multiple regression analysis was conducted using
satisfaction with lower order needs as the dependent variable
and personal values materialism, personality materialism,
and social class as predictors. For student respondents, per
sonal income data is difficult to interpret, so their families'
social class was seen as the best indicatoroftheircurrent stan
dard of living. Table 2 shows that for personal values materi
alism (H4a), high materialists tend to be less satisfied with
their lower order needs, but the statistical significance of the
relation is borderline <p=-.24,P=.06). For personality mate
rialism, the relation was also in the predicted direction and
reached statistical significance <p=-.64, p=.00(3), thus H4b
is supported. Finally, as expected, one's SES also has a posi
tive and significant influence <p =.33, p =.0006) on satisfac
tion with lower order needs, supporting the relevance of this
measure. Thus, materialism has a negative impact on satisfac-
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TABLE 1
Test of Mean Differences Between High Versus Low Materialism

Measure Low High t-value p-value

PersonalValuesMaterialism (N = 137) (N= 144)

Satisfactionwith lowerorder needs 4.92 (1.16) 4.64 (1.25) 3.90 .05

Satisfactionwith higherorder needs 5.22 (1.01) 5.31 (1.01) .55 .46

Overall life satisfaction 5.35 (1.13) 5.31 (1.12) .08 .78

Personality Materialism (N = 139) (N= 145)

Satisfactionwith lowerorder needs 5.02 (1.16) 4.53 (1.21) 12.26 .0005

Satisfactionwith higherorder needs 5.50 (0.90) 5.05 (l.05) 14.84 .0000

Overall life satisfaction 5.57 (0.99) 5.10 (1.19) 12.74 .0004

Note. Standarddeviationsare listed in parentheses.

TABLE 2
Relationships Between Materialism, Socioeconomic Status on Satisfaction With Lower Order Needs

DependentVariables Independent Variables CoefficientIX p

Satisfactionwith loweror- Socioeconomic status(SES)
der needs(LNEEDS)

Personal valuesmaterialism
(MRICH)

Personality materialism
(MBELK)

Note. Fvalue = 11.77,p = .0000. R2 = .10

.33

-.24

-.64

.0006

.06

.0003

tion with lower order needs, even after controlling for one's
current standard of living.

Personal values materialism has three subscales: success,
centrality, and happiness. An examination of these subscales
shows that the negative relation between personal values ma
terialism and satisfaction with lower order needs was driven
exclusively by the happiness dimension (see Table 3). Most
of the items that measure happiness read "I would be happier
if! could afford to buy more things," and so forth. In fact, all
five items discuss the relations between happiness and having
more things to enjoy life. Therefore, it is plausible that the
negative relation was mostly driven by this connection be
tween happiness and possessions, a lower order need. This
finding is consistent with past work, which has found the hap
piness subscale to be the primary driver of the relation be
tween personal values materialism and lower levels of
subjective well-being (Ahuvia & Wong, 1995).

Personality materialism also has three subscales: envy,
nongenerosity, and possessiveness. The negative relation be
tween personality materialism and satisfaction with lower or
der needs was driven by envy and nongenerosity. This makes
sense; people who feel dissatisfied with their material situa
tion are likely to feel envious of others and be disinclined to
share what they have. It also stands to reason that people who

feel dissatisfied with their material situation should be highly
protective ofwhat they have (possessive). However. although
the relation between dissatisfaction with one's lower order
needs and possessiveness was in the predicted direction, it
failed to reach significance (see Table 3).

H5 hypothesizes that the more materialistic one is, the
greater role satisfaction of lower order needs will play in
one's overall life satisfaction. A hierarchical regression anal
ysis was conducted to test the moderating effect of material
ism on satisfaction with lower order needs and satisfaction
with one's life as a whole. A test of moderation is performed
by entering each predictor variable and followed by the prod
uct term for their interaction. Presence of moderation is indi
cated by a significant 2-way interaction. Table 4 shows a
nonsignificant interaction term for personal values material
ism and satisfaction with lower order needs on overall life sat
isfaction (p = -.07, p = .38). H5a is therefore not supported.
However, a marginally significant interaction was found for
personality materialism and satisfaction with lower order
needs on overall life satisfaction (P = .20, P = .067). Thus,
H5b is partially supported.

H6 hypothesizes that because materialists are fixated with
meeting their lower order needs, they may neglect other areas
of their lives and therefore be dissatisfied with their higher or-



der needs as well. For personal values materialism, Table I
shows no difference in the level of satisfaction with higher or
der needs for low versus high materialists (5.22 vs. 5.31, P=
.46), disconfirming H6a. However, for personality material
ism, the relation is in the predicted direction and statistically
significant (5.50 vs. 5.05, p = .000), supporting H6b.

CONCLUSION

Inglehart proposed a model of materialistic socialization in
which formative subjective experiences of economic depri
vation and insecurity lead to a lifelong fixation with material
needs at the expense of one's higher order needs. This priori
tization of lower order needs over higher order needs mani
fests itself as materialism. This theory was tested by develop
ing a measure of felt formative affluence and deprivation and
relating it to Richins and Dawson's measure of personal val
ues materialism and Belk's measure of personality material
ism. This test supported the connection between felt forma
tive deprivation and personality materialism, but did not
support this connection for personal values materialism (see
Table5).
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The idea that adult materialism is linked to formative ex
periences of felt deprivation also leads to predictions about
materialism and satisfaction of lower order versus higher or
der needs. Specifically, these formative experiences of felt
deprivation may lead to a chronic dissatisfaction with one's
material situation (H4), a tendency to prioritize lower order
needs over higher order needs when assessing one's overall
well-being (H5), and a consequent neglectofone's higher or
der needs, leaving them unsatisfied as well (H6). Table 5
summarizes the findings from this article. It shows a consis
tent pattern of support for the connection between needs satis
faction and personality materialism, but it generally does not
support the connection between needs satisfaction and per
sonal values materialism.

Hypothesis 2 suggests that the influence of felt formative
deprivation on materialism should be stronger for personality
materialism than for personal values materialism. The evi
dence for H2 was mixed. A comparison of the magnitude of
the causal paths between felt formative deprivation and per
sonality materialism (1 =.15) versus felt formative depriva
tion and personal values materialism (y =.09) was in the
predicted direction, but not statistically significant. However,
consistent with H2, the causal path between felt formative de-

TABLE 3
Correlations Between Materialism and Life Satisfaction Measures

Measures (l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Envy (I)

Nongenerosity (2) .26**

Possessiveness (3) .18** .29**

Success (4) .34** .23** .12*

Centrality (5) .07 .04 .13* A3**

Happiness (6) .41** .28** .19** .40** .21**

LNEEDS(7) -.30** -.17** -.11 -.08 .06 -.41**

HNEEDS(8) -.27** -.21** -.18** -.03 .09 -.19** AI**

* p < .05. ** P< .01.

TABLE 4
Testof the Moderating Effects of Materialism on Satisfaction WithLowerOrderNeeds and Overall Life Satisfaction

Dependent and Independent Variables

(I) Life satisfaction:

Satisfaction with lower order needs (LNEEDS)

Personal values materialism (MRICH)

LNEEDS X MRICH

(2) Life satisfaction:

Satisfaction with lower order needs (LNEEDS)

Personality materialism (MBELK)

LNEEDS X MBELK

Coefficient a

.59

.29
-.07

-.23

-1.36

.20

p

.03

.47

.38

.45

.008

.()67

Note. For the first life satisfaction model, F =17.35. P < ,ooסס. R
2

= .15. For the second life satisfaction model. F = 22.53. P< ,ooסס. R2 = .19.
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TABLE 5
Summary of Research Findings

Hypothesis

HI: Felt fonnativeaffiuenceshouldbe negatively relatedto materialism

H2:Theinfluence of feltfonnative deprivation on materialism should be
stronger forpersonality materialism than forpersonal values materialism.

H3: Thefonnativesocial milieushouldbe positivelyrelatedto respon
dents' own levelsof materialism.

H4: Peoplewho score highon materialism should tend to be dissatisfied
with their lowerorder needs.

H5:The morematerialistic one is. the moreone's overalllife satisfaction
shouldbe dependenton satisfyingone's lowerorder needs.

H6: Peoplewho score highon materialism should tendto be dissatisfied
with their higherorder needs.

PersonalValues Materialism
(Richins)

Not Supported

PartiallySupported*

Supported

PartiallySupported*.

Not Supported

Not Supported

Personality Materialism
(Belk)

Supported

Partially Supported"

Supported

Supported

PartiallySupported**·

Supported

·H2 is supportedby thebroadpanernof evidence.Butthedirectcomparison of gammasdid notreachstatistical significance. **p = .060.
***p: .067.

privation and personality materialism was significant,
whereasthe pathbetweenfelt formativedeprivationand per
sonal values materialism was not. Support for H2 is further
reinforcedby the pattern of evidence described the previous
paragraph. H4, H5, and H6 were all theoretically consistent
with the theory that felt formativedeprivation leads to adult
materialism. As we haveseen, H4,H5,and H6weregenerally
supported with regards to personalitymaterialism, but were
not supported for personal values materialism. Taken as a
whole, this pattern of evidence suggests that formative felt
deprivationis probablyirrelevant in the developmentof per
sonal values materialism.

However,if formativefeltdeprivationdoesn't lead to per
sonal values materialism, whatdoes? It seems that like other
valueorientations,personal values materialism is (at least in
part) learned through interaction with socialization agents.
This formof socialization alsoappearsto playa rolein thede
velopment of personalitymaterialism.

This article reveals how differences in the affective and
cognitivecontentof thesetwotypesof materialism relatesys
tematically to differences in the types of developmental
events that are associated with them. The contrast between
personal values materialism, where felt formative depriva
tion may be irrelevant, and personality materialism, where
felt formativedeprivationseems critical, suggestsa symme
try betweenwhatgoes into an individual in the formof expe
riences, and what comes out in the form of espoused beliefs
and emotional reactions. When emotions go in, emotions
come out: that is, early emotionalexperiencesmay influence
emotional reactionslater in life. Feeling materially deprived
as one grows up is a very emotion-laden situation.Emotions
experienced in one's youth may pattern one's emotional re
sponses into adulthood. Becausepersonalitymaterialism has
many items that pick up on emotional responsesand tenden-

cies, it reflects the emotion-laden outcomesof felt formative
deprivation. Because Richins' measure of personal values
materialism taps less affective content, it is only weakly re
lated to felt formative deprivation.

Incontrast to feltformative deprivation, thesocial milieu de
pendsheavily (although notentirely) onsocialization agents im
parting cognitive information to theindividual. Whencognitive
information goesinin theform ofsocial influence, cognitive in
formation comesoutintheform ofvalues. Thisexposure tocog
nitive influence affects personal values, because theyhavesuch
astrong cognitive component. Although Belk's personality ma
terialism ispredominantly affective, italsohac; a significant cog
nitive component, which helpsexplain why it tooissignificantly
correlated with the formative social milieu.

The social influence measures here are specifically tied to
whether socialization agents communicated materialist and
postrnaterialist values to the respondents. This indicates that
the sociopolitical materialism and postmaterialism respon
dents wereexposedto growingup predicts the extentof their
currentmaterialism, even whenmaterialism is conceptualized
quite differently. The connections between these constructs
may run fairly deep, and future investigation is warranted.
Also, the predictive powerof social influence in general may
be increased withthe development of new measures of social
influence thatfocus on forms of socialinfluence leading to per
sonality materialism or personal valuesmaterialism.

Futureresearchcouldalso helpcorrectsomeof the limita
tions of this study. Specifically, before the connection be
tween felt formative deprivation and personal values
materialism can be ruled out, studies are needed in popula
tions which show greater variance in felt formative depriva
tion. Although steps were taken to insure variance on this
measure,significantly greater variancecould be achievedby
comparingFirst WorldandThirdWorld populationsor other



groups with large incomedisparities. However, this sample is
relevant for understanding the causes of individual differ
ences in materialism within the broad American middleclass.
Future work may also avoid the reliance on recall measures
used in this study. Finally, replication is needed to clarify
findings that were borderline in their statistical significance.

One of the most importantfindings with regardto material
ism is theconsistentrelation betweenhighlevelsof materialism
and low levels of life satisfaction (Ahuvia & Wong, 1995;
Wright & Larsen, 1993). This study points researchers inter
estedin thisissue inseveraldirections. First,personality materi
alism showed a generally more robust connection to life
satisfaction than did personal values materialism. Unfortu
nately, despite attempts to improve this scale (Ger & Belk,
1996), it's measurement properties are still less than ideal. Fu
ture researchers may wish to scrutinize the connection between
this constructand life satisfaction withthe aim of developing a
new measure. Past researchers have generally treatedpersonal
values materialism as a single construct. However, researchers
interested in the psychology of subjectivewell-being may wish
to rethinkthis practice. Table 3 confirmspast research (Ahuvia
& Wong, 1995)in showing that the relation between personal
valuesmaterialism and lifesatisfaction is almostentirely driven
by the Happiness subscale. Future researchers may wish to
breakout thissubscaleand treatit asa uniqueconstruct, because
its relation to dependent variables of interest differs so strongly
from the other subscales in this measure.

Ina more speculative vein, thisworksuggests apossible linkbe
tween research onmaterialism andonattachment theory (Bowlby,
1973). In attachment theory, formative childhood relationships
form themodels foradult social relationships, so "insecure attach
ments" inchildhood lead to problematic relationships inadulthood
(Hazan & Shaver 1987; Shaver& Hazan, 1988). Similarly, early
developmental feelings of economic security or insecurity may
form the basis for lifelong mental models of person-object rela
tions. Intheparticular instance examined here, felt formative inse
curity becomes the blueprint for adult personality materialism.
However, future research may wish to explore how moresecure
formative economic environments alsoserveasblueprints foradult
person-object relations.

Finding the causes of materialism is a pressing con
cern, as is further exploration of the precise nature of the
relation between materialism and negative outcomes for
materialists. This article has made some headway in these
issues by linking the origins of materialism to formative
experiences. In so doing, it has provided a new theoretical
model of materialism and laid the groundwork for further
research.
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